
Treasury Commercial Vehicles (TCV) 
 
The Treasury Commercial Vehicles (TCV) Blanket Purchase Agreements are a series of acquisition 
vehicles structured to provide commercial-off-the-shelf products for the IRS and Treasury bureaus.  
Five (5) BPA's were established to better serve our customers.  TCV is available for use by any 
employee of the Treasury Department or any of its bureaus.     

 
Only the products and services awarded to each vendor can be purchased from that vendor without 
further competition under the TCV Program. If the end user/procurement wants to add an item then 
the following process must be followed. The contract specialist would compete the new 
product/services/software among the BPA holders, and whoever wins the new requirement would 
have that item along with the proposed discount added to their BPA.  All new requirements have to be 
competed are not open market and are on the GSA schedule 70. 
  
GTSI -  
The Tier 2/3 Branch awarded a BPA to GTSI - TIRNO-02Z-00043.  This BPA will expire on 9/30/09.  
Please keep in mind, that this BPA was competed and is a single award BPA.  Single award BPAs do 
not require additional competition for the products and services it provides. Therefore, Contract 
Specialist and COs can award follow-on orders without further competition. 
 
GTSI - TIRNO-02Z-00043 - only Cisco products, software, and services should be purchased from 
this BPA.  In addition some Lexmark MFD and a few other Lexmark printers are also available under 
this BPA. 
  
PRESIDIO -  
The Tier 2/3 Support Branch awarded a BPA to Presidio - TIRNO-08-Z-00014 during FY08.  Please 
keep in mind that this BPA was competed and is a single award BPA . Single Award BPAs do not 
require additional competition for the products and services it provides.  Therefore, Contract Specialist 
and COs can award follow-on orders without further competition. 
  
Presidio - TIRNO-08Z-00014 - IBM hardware, software, maintenance, and services.  Various toner 
products are also available under this TCV BPA. 
  
Government Acquisitions -  
The Tier 2/3 Support Branch awarded a BPA to Government Acquisitions - TIRNO-08-Z-00016 
during FY08.  Please keep in mind that this BPA was competed and is a single award BPA, 
Single Award BPAs do not require additional competition for the products and services it 
provides.  Therefore, Contract Specialist and COs can award follow-on orders without further 
competition. 
  
Government Acquisitions - TIRNO-08-Z-00016 is for Sun, EMC, Symantec, maintenance, and 
services (Note:  EMC no longer has a GSA schedule and all EMC products and services require 
competition in the open market or an open market JOFOC or competition among manufacturers.)  In 
addition, you can also order NetApp. 
 
The Tier 2/3 Branch awarded a BPA to Government Acquisitions - (TIRNO-00-Z-00008).  This BPA 
will expire on 9/28/09.  The GA (TIRNO-00Z-00008) BPA is only for Documentum and Webethods.   
 
APPTIS -  
The Tier 2/3 Support Branch awarded a BPA to  APPTIS - TIRNO-08-Z-00006 during FY08.  Please 
keep in mind that this BPA was competed and is a single award BPA . Single Award BPAs do not 



require additional competition for the products and services it provides.  Therefore, Contract Specialist 
and COs can award follow-on orders without further competition. 
  
Apptis - TIRNO-08Z-00006 - HP hardware, software, maintenance, and services 
  
  


